JOIN US ON
Saturday, April 13th

CITIZEN SCIENCE DAY

Learn about amazing discoveries, meet incredible volunteers and scientists, and find a project to get involved in!

FIND A PROJECT!
Discover local and global projects in need of your help, learn about related programs and kits available to check out, and meet scientists and volunteers who will be sharing their work and experiences.

Learn more about Citizen Science Day events and browse citizen science projects at SciStarter.org/Citizen-Science-Day.

Citizen Science Day is presented by SciStarter and the Citizen Science Association.
On Citizen Science Day, over 100,000 people across the country, both at home and meeting in libraries, will use the online Stall Catchers game to help advance Alzheimer's research.

Check to see if there is a Megathon meet-up near you and sign up at Megathon.us.